3452 Red Shimmer Island

However you want
to express yourself, with
Caesarstone – you can.

The Classic
Colour Collection
A perfect surface is like the icing on a cake. It’s
the inal touch, your own personal signature.
With Caesarstone’s vast array of colours, styles
and motifs you’re sure to ind your perfect
design. Whether for the kitchen, bathroom
or any space you can envision, there‘s a
Caesarstone surface that meets the highest
standards of quality while inspiring creativity.

3452 Red Shimmer
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4360 Wild Rice Island

The Virtue of Quartz
Quartz is one of nature’s strongest minerals.
Resistant to stains, scratches and cracks, it
is impervious to heat and cold and requires
minimal maintenance.
Caesarstone surfaces, consisting of up to
93% quartz, retain the cool, tactile qualities
of nature’s strongest stones while offering
freedom of design with seemingly endless
application possibilities.

Caesarstone pioneered the original quartz
surface in 1987. Since then, we’ve developed
a diverse selection of successful products.
Our surfaces come from our state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities, utilizing the most
advanced technologies available.

4360 Wild Rice
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5141 Frosty Carrina

Because we work
all over the world, we get
ideas from everywhere...
We put them all in
the mix.

Global Designs,
Local Inspiration
Different cultures and everyday life inspire our
designs. Caesarstone products and distributors
can be found in over 40 countries worldwide
allowing us to customize our products to
relect the distinguished beauty of your local
surroundings.

5141 Frosty Carrina
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4100 Belgian Moon
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Caesarstone Collections
Caesarstone features four distinct collections:
Whether it’s Classico, Supremo, Motivo or
Concetto, our extensive designs are constantly
evolving and developing. Caesarstone’s cuttingedge technology integrates exceptional quality
with the latest world trends – ensuring you’ll
ind your perfect surface. All of our surfaces
come in standard slab dimensions of 305 cm x
144 cm and in thickness of 13, 20 or 30 mm
with diverse possibilities of edge proiles, shapes,
patterns and textures.

The Classic Colour Collection
This classic, multi-colour collection ranges from
salt-and-pepper motifs to vivid colour blends,
ideal for a variety of residential and commercial
applications. Classico colours are available in
three different inishes: Polished; Honed (matte
or non-glossy); Viento (textured).

The Patterned Textured Collection
The Motivo collection offers tangibly textured
surfaces with various design patterns. This
collection is based on a patented manufacturing
process, combining two distinct types of inishes
to compose an embossed 3D effect.

The One of a Kind Collection
Our premium collection Supremo, offers one
of a kind surfaces. Rich in colour and natural
in appearance, Supremo surfaces come in
eight elegant and stylish colours. Mirroring
nature’s endless diversity each surface varies in
colour and pattern.
The Semi-precious Stones Collection
Concetto presents individually cut and bound
semi-precious stones in elegant hand-made
surfaces. Featuring unique colours and
translucent surfaces, Concetto will enhance the
design of any luxurious interior.

6141 Ocean Foam
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Low Maintenance
Decor for Modern Living
Caesarstone surfaces require minimal
maintenance to keep them looking like new.
Soap & water or a mild detergent ensure
ease of care for long-lasting luster.

Combining Design
and Function
As passionate as we are about design, we
are equally committed to providing the best
quality and service. Caesarstone has received
worldwide recognition for our commitment to
quality, safety and environmental standards.
Each and every one of our surfaces is carefully
inspected to ensure it meets the highest level of
international quality standards.

Service & Warranty
Our surfaces are accompanied with a
comprehensive warranty and professional
customer service and support to our
customers worldwide.

Your home is where you
can unleash your inner
desires, express who
you are. We’re here to
make it possible.

Scratch Resistant
Stain Resistant
Chip and Crack Resistant
Heat and Burn Resistant
Resistant to Household
Chemicals, Acids and
Solvents
Low Maintenance
Nonabsorbent
and Nonporous
Mold and Mildew
Resistant
Flexural Strength
Color Consistency
Immunity to
Freeze and Thaw
Key
√ √ √ = Excellent
√ √ = Good
√ = Poor

5003 Piatra Grey
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Caesarstone
Quartz Surfaces
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Pure White
1141

Snow
2141

Frosty Carrina
5141 NEW

Organic White
4600

Egg Shell / Osprey
3141

Ice Snow
9141

Chocolate Trufle
6350

Carmel
9350

Ginger
4330

Grey Shimmer
2024

Slate Shimmer
2023

Lagos Blue / Mink
4350

Nougat
6600

Nova Aurora
7141

Misty Carrara
4141

White Shimmer
3142

Ocean Foam
6141

London Grey
5000

Walnut
3350

Wild rocks
6250

Raven
4120

Black Rocks
4170

Late Autumn
6380

Wild Rice
4360

Iceberg / Glacier
3144

Buttermilk
4220

Sandy Beach
2260

Ivory Shimmer
2242

Crème Brule
4255

Nimbus
9601

Cocoa Fudge
4260

Smokey Ash
6140

Piatra Grey
5003 NEW

Mosiaci Carbone
7150

Belgian Moon
4100

Jet Black
3100

Almond Rocca
9241

Ivory
2220

Desert Limestone
2200

Dreamy Maril
5220 NEW

Champagne Limestone
2400

Bondi
3200

Emperadoro
5380 NEW

Espresso
3380

Black Noir / Night Sky
6100

Ebony Relections
7100

Red Shimmer
3452

Tequila Sunrise
2430

Haze
2030

Linen
2230

Cinder
2020

Latte
2350

Shitake
4230

Cashmere
2370

Apple Martini
2710

Atlantic salt
6270

White Ash/Cracked Pepper
9260

Pebble / Oyster
4030

Urban
2040

Titan
3040

Concrete
2003
Recycled
*Shade and graining of
actual product may vary
from printed sample.
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